We are…

A group of co-workers that came together for a good cause, to support the
Southern California Bulldog Rescue (SCBR).

The Southern California Bulldog
Rescue provides shelter, rehoming assistance, and funds for
medical treatment for over 100
abandoned, mistreated, abused
bulldogs each year. SCBR’s goal
is to rescue bulldogs, rehabilitate
them and give them the
necessary medical treatment and
training to increase their chances
of them being adopted by a
loving family.

We chose to support this charity to bring
awareness to big issues that are not often talked
about. Issues such as unhealthy bulldog breeding,
inhumane puppy mills, and a very common
problem; bulldog owners who give up their dogs
because “they have too many health problems”
hmmm you don’t say!
At the same time we want to publicize the fact that
there are shelters and many rescue organizations
like SCBR where people can adopt not only
bulldogs, but all kinds of dogs and other animals.
What’s better than saving the life of an animal that
deserves a loving home? Adopted animals are the
most loving creatures in the world.
One way in which we supported the SCBR was by volunteering at the 2018 Tustin Hangar Half Marathon
& 5K on behalf of the rescue. While some of the other SCBR volunteers were at finish line passing out
flyers in support of the rescue, our team was at mile 9 of the marathon at 6:00am setting up one of 6
water stations for the runners. We were there representing the SCBR & HARBRO loud and proud while
we cheered on the runners and kept them hydrated.

Here are some picture of us in action…

Rain or shine we were there until the very last runner crossed that 9 mile mark…

In Addition to volunteering at the half marathon, some of our team members attended various other
SCBR events in support of the bulldogs. Here is a picture of Cheyenne’s wife Renee and their adorable
boy Max, hanging out at the SCBR booth during the Honky Cat Hotel grand opening.

Navyd, her husband Orlando and their bulldog
Benjamin were also at the event supporting SCBR.

Lastly, the rescue is always in need of towels
to keep the bullies, clean warm and
comfortable. Therefore, we decided to host a
towel drive. We collected new & used towel
for a couple months and took those to the
SCBR orange location for the dogs that are
currently in the kennels.
We all really enjoyed this experience and we
hope to continue volunteering with this
organization in the future.

